Compuational Fluid Dynamics & Monitoring
What is CFD, and why is monitoring not enough?

The Digital Twin is a singular simulation platform that fosters collaboration between multiple teams. It enables
operators to visualize current operating conditions, potential failure scenarios, and provides a safe platform
to prototype future changes. Visit our website to learn more about how you can design a ‘Better Future for
your Data Center’.

What is CFD?
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a branch
of fluid dynamics that is used to calculate airflow
and temperature distribution in a given space.
This is done using a set of mathematical equations that are solved iteratively by computers. The
value of CFD comes from creating a virtual prototype that accurately predicts the behavior of a real
system. It allows engineers and managers to gain
insight into problems and devise solutions at the
lowest possible cost, without having to build and
test expensive prototypes.
CFD has existed since the early 60s[1] and is now
prevalent in many industries, including Aerospace,
Automotive, and Oil and Gas. It is tightly embedded into the design workflow of these industries,
where every decision is first quantified and validated in the virtual prototype before implementation.
For example, CFD is used in many different areas
of automobile design, such as the aerodynamics,

Figure 1: The Digital Twin shows airflow throughout an entire
room, without being restricted by limited data points.

passenger ventilation, on-board electronics and
fuel combustion in the engine. Every part of the
automobile is thoroughly analyzed, before prototype testing commences. This helps in optimizing
the designs in safe, virtual environment before
implementation.

Revealing the Unknowns...
At Future Facilities, we have built a CFD platform
to address the complex Data Center performance
issues
that
arise
from
poor
airflow
management. We call this the Digital Twin.
The Digital Twin empowers users to test future
changes in a virtual Data Center prototype
before implementing them in the real facility.
Operational exercises such as chiller supply
temperature
in-creases,
high
density
deployments, consolidation, capacity planning
and forecasting are some of the key areas that
can be simulated in advance to un-derstand their
true impact. The ability to predict risk based on
future changes, backed with clear mathematical
rationale, makes the Digital Twin an
indispensable tool in the design, operation and
management of a Data Center.
The Monitoring systems currently in the
market-place (for temperature, power etc.)
gather data on present operating conditions, but
they lack the fundamental ability to understand
the risks that future changes introduce into
the Data Center. Having a complete picture one that encompass-es both current operating
conditions and potential future changes to the
Data Center ecosystem - is essential for making
informed decisions.

[1]: http://aerocomlab.stanford.edu/Papers/NASA_Presentation_20121030.pdf
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“[CFD] increased our performance by 30 to 40%”
“What [simulation] enabled us to do was to be very proactive and stop the guessing of
monitoring and manual work…it has allowed us to reduce power consumed and to provide cooling where it is needed.”
Ricardo Montes, Senior Data Center Manager

Monitoring vs Reality
Listed below are some key differences
between monitoring systems and the Digital
Twin. This is not an exhaustive list and is intended
to show that using either tool in isolation will only
provide a par-tial picture. Incomplete input data
to a CFD model will result in inaccurate results,
while utilizing only monitoring data ignores the
complexity of airflow.
Employing both CFD and monitoring ensures
that your Digital Twin model is as up-to-date as
pos-sible, allowing it to provide the most
accurate re-sults and answer the difficult
questions related to Data Center operations.

Monitoring

Figure 2: Sensors measure current data, and monitoring records
past trends, but neither can reliably predict the future.

Digital Twin

You can’t monitor everywhere. Allocating sensors to
every piece of IT is time consuming, and prohibitively
expensive.

The Digital Twin utilizes CFD to paint a complete picture:
from IT inlet temperatures to the effect of contaminants
within a facility.

Monitoring alerts are based on live data about
impending failures. There is often not enough time to
respond to issues, and not enough data to work with.

The Digital Twin helps to prevent these issues by
simulating all possible failure scenarios. It provides
detailed data for the whole facility, as opposed to
localized sensor data.

Monitoring provides current data based on past
changes.

The Digital Twin uses current data to predict the
outcome of future changes.

Trends and risk mitigations are based on incomplete
data.

Trends and risk mitigations are based on a full set of
simulation data.
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